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This white paper will discuss how to identify and remove gaps in your 
workflow by utilizing best practices and integrated solutions for fixed assets 
management. You’ll learn how to save time, increase productivity and 
increase efficiencies that will lead to cost savings for your organization — 
while also providing employees with a better work/life balance. 

We’ll take a deep dive into:

• Current trends in fixed assets management.

• Common obstacles in the fixed assets management process. 

• How to manage fixed assets faster with best practices and 
fewer resources. 

• How the right solution can help your company become more 
productive and efficient.

Section 1: Current Trends in Fixed Assets 
Management
The major trends in today’s corporate tax 
departments are:
• Insourced, outsourced or co-sourced fixed 

assets processes
• Increase in mergers and acquisitions 
• Increased compliance regulations 

“One thing that we are not seeing is a 
correlation between a company’s size 
and whether the company is insourcing or 
outsourcing,” says Traci VanSant, CPA, MST 
and Solution Architect for Wolters Kluwer 
Tax & Accounting. Tax departments see 
a variety of scenarios. A corporation can 
be managing assets 100 percent through 
their in-house staff or a corporation that is 
co-sourcing the day-to-day tasks to a third 
party and participating only as reviewers. 
Then there is the scenario where the entire 
process from asset entry to report output is 
entirely outsourced to a third party. With all of 
these scenarios, the assets could range from 
a few thousand to 100,000. A corporation’s 
choice of asset management is not correlated 
to the amount of assets they own though.

For a company doing fixed assets management 
in-house, we see three scenarios:

1. Tracking tax depreciations with an ERP.  
ERPs don’t keep up with tax law. ERPs are 
dependent upon the tax department to 
program, test and monitor tax changes 
that affect them. After a few tax seasons of 
this aggravation, the tax department will 
require a ‘tax’ solution. 

2. Excel® spreadsheets.  
Spreadsheets can be a minefield of 
unauthorized changes, incorrect formulas 
and “who has the most recent version.” 

3. A standalone fixed assets system.  
A financial benefit that often significantly 
exceeds the purchase price of the 
standalone fixed assets management 
solution. These software owners can track 
GAAP and tax in one system or they can 
manage GAAP within the ERP and tax in the 
standalone software.
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The Benefits of Bringing Fixed Assets 
Management In-House
Companies are bringing their fixed assets 
management process in-house in order to:
• Minimize consulting fees. 
• Gain control over the entire process.
• Get valuable insights into business 

operations. 
• Get more robust reports to help project 

expenses or run monthly or quarterly 
journal entry reports.

How Mergers and Acquisitions Change Fixed 
Assets Management
Mergers and acquisitions affect fixed 
assets management. In a post-merger, the 
company’s disparate systems don’t talk to 
each other, and the various entities utilize 
different processes, making it cumbersome to 
consolidate financial information. 

In order to gain efficiencies, companies are 
turning to a fixed assets management solution 
to move everyone onto the same platform 
and allow a corporation to run consolidated 
depreciation reports.

Changing Compliance Requirements
“Another pressure point affecting efficient 
fixed assets management is constantly 
changing tax rules. Companies are tightening 
up policies and procedures for final tangible 
property regulations from rule changes a 
couple of years ago,” VanSant points out. “How 
are they tracking DeMinimis assets? They need 
to record 481a adjustments and write offs.”

Recently, the Protecting Americans from Tax 
Hikes (PATH) Act of 2015 created the new 
qualified improvement property definition 
and a host of new opportunities. Also, with 
this Act, unusual as it is, the IRS issued the 
bonus depreciation rates for the next few 
years, allowing tax managers the ability to 
plan with some certainty and project future 
depreciation.

These changes put pressure on the tax 
department to move to a solution that 
automatically keeps up with changing 
regulations — or they risk making calculation 
errors or tying up countless hours manually 
configuring the calculations, whether 
on a spreadsheet or in an ERP, to reflect 
changing regulations.
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Section 2: Common Obstacles in Fixed Assets 
Management
Fixed assets management affects the entire 
organization, from its ability to create 
strategic capitalization policies to its ability to 
adequately insure assets. 

Despite the importance of properly managing 
fixed assets, companies face numerous 
challenges in this area, including:

• Perception that fixed assets management is 
not important. 

 —It’s something that the industry 
historically pushed off to junior staff.  

• Time-intensive nature of the tasks, which 
include detailed, high-volume transaction 
processing. 

• Multiple disparate systems that are not 
providing easy access to fixed asset data. 

• Ghost assets that distort the true 
depreciation amounts.  

• Poor reporting/insufficient ability to extract 
information, especially in Excel®, which 
provides no reporting whatsoever. 

 —Even an ERP system will not provide 
robust reports. 

• Lack of time or resources to update 
and implement tax law changes into 
calculations.  

• Poor internal controls and poor 
security features. 

 —Unauthorized changes, no access 
limitations, no oversight process.  

Ways to Overcome Obstacles 
There are several strategies for overcoming 
these obstacles. The keys are to: 

• Implement a standalone fixed asset system. 
 —Avoid using spreadsheets for fixed assets 
management.  

• Implement software that can reduce time 
spent on tasks and increase productivity. 

 —Import new assets, import asset updates. 
No longer allow manual time-killer tasks.  

• Implement software that offers a library 
of reports. 

 —Reports need to reflect accurate 
information on current year reports, prior 
year reports and future projections. 

• Implement software that has tax updates 
automatically built in. 

• Implement software that provides secure 
data access and tracks user changes.

Not using these strategies runs the risk of: 

• Claiming improper tax deductions. 
 —“If you do this, regulation 1.1016-3 
precludes you from catching up in later 
years, in most cases,” VanSant points out.  

• Overpaying property taxes, under- (or over-) 
insuring assets or incorrectly calculating 
value for a M&A. 

• An inaccurate P&L; understating or 
overstating depreciation and capitalizing 
instead of expensing. 

 —Both of these items reflect inaccurate 
financials. 
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Section 3: Fixed Assets Management Solution 
Considerations
When choosing a fixed assets management 
system, ask yourself How often is my 
corporation worrying about its fixed assets 
software? If your answer is “frequently,” then 
you know that incorrect taxes, insurance 
overpayments and poor purchasing are just 
some of the risks that result in under-valuing 
the importance of an accurate fixed assets 
management solution. Here are some choices 
to consider before making a decision.

Industry needs — For instance, a retail 
or restaurant would need a system that 
automatically supports 52/53-week 
accounting, whereas oil and gas would need 
the system to be flexible enough to handle 
depreciation under the straight-line method 
or the unit-of production method. 

Business needs — There are many to consider. 
Just a few examples: 
• You might need to facilitate the monthly 

close process if you’re using GAAP. 
• If using GAAP and tax books, you might need 

better SOX controls. 
• You need more books. Your current system 

limits you to a few. 
• You’ll want to be able to easily process 

all of your transactions, from adding 
or transferring assets, and leveraging 
automatic data imports to eliminating errors 
and saving time. 

• Do you need an unlimited number of user-
defined fields like serial numbers, city, 
county, state, etc.? 

• The system should have numerous reports 
built in. 

• Consider the overall ease of use for pushing 
data out of the system — does the data 
exported into Excel® open up with each 
piece of data in its own cell? 

• Also, consider how the software company 
handles customer support.

Technology needs — Determine whether you 
need cloud hosting, which eliminates reliance 
on IT, while allowing 24/7 anywhere access by 
multiple users. 

Compliance needs — Choose a system that 
automatically manages tax compliance and 
regulations. A few other considerations: 
• Will your system support short tax years?
• Do you need the ability to write off an asset 

on just one book or classify assets so that 
when you sell an asset you can retire all 
aspects of it at once? 

Resource needs — Are you in a multiple 
user environment? If so, you may need 
security features and a tracking history. 
Perhaps you need the ability to attach 
something for a read-only reviewer, such as 
an invoice, or a JPG of assets for insurance 
verification purposes.
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Integral Pieces of the Corporate Workflow
In order to overcome these challenges in fixed 
assets management, you need to address the 
following areas of workflow:

Receive and Organize Information
Common Problems:
• Lack of process — When a staff member 

leaves, will you have the documentation 
and an easy-to-follow process to pass to 
new staff?

• Disparate systems — Are you using different 
systems for different entities and data 
aggregation that wastes a lot of time and 
effort by you or your staff?

• Limited resources and dispersed groups 
of people — Where a hosted system allows 
anytime, anywhere access.

Prepare and Review
Common problems:
• Manual processes — Are you heavily reliant 

on Excel® or a tax inaccurate ERP instead of 
automation?

• Bottlenecks — At month or quarter end, 
there’s a lot of information to process and 
reconcile quickly. 

• Technology resistance — The IT staff resists 
hosting, staff members don’t trust the 
software and still use spreadsheets. 

Deliver and Store
Common problems:
• Limited reports — The system should offer 

easy access to historic reporting. 
• Security concerns — The system should 

provide unique login credentials and 
user roles.

Research
Common problems:
• Complex issues — Choose software that 

processes updates and law changes so you 
can focus on more strategic tax planning 
opportunities.

• Asset classification — Over 200 IRS asset 
types to easily classify your assets under 
the correct MACRS, ACRS or other property 
classifications.

Tracking
Common problems:
• Inability to track changes — The system 

should be designed to track changes, which 
will assist you in answering audit queries, as 
well as SOX controls.

• Lack of reporting on changes — Version 
control issues do not allow for proper 
reporting such as on an Excel® spreadsheet. 
Software with a depreciation report allows 
you to tie out any assets you may have 
changed costs on.

Receive and Organize Information
Volume management, completeness, integrated functionality

Prepare and Review
Time management, efficiency, accuracy, risk management

Deliver and Store 
Security, method, integrated functionality, ease of future access

Research
Reliable and vast content, easy-to-use, integrated

Track 
Missing deadlines, visibility, automatic notifications
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Section 4: Increasing Productivity and 
Maximizing Efficiency
Wolters Kluwer has an end-to-end 
corporate workflow solution for fixed 
assets management that thoroughly 
addresses the challenges of a fixed assets 
management workflow. With CCH® Fixed 
Assets Manager, you’ll mitigate the risks 
of incorrect taxes, insurance overpayment 
and inaccurate financials.

A Cutting-Edge Fixed Assets Solution
CCH Fixed Assets Manager is a robust financial 
reporting tool that manages, tracks and 
supports all asset depreciation compliance, 
reporting and planning needs for both small 
and multinational corporations. This complete 
asset tracking, management and reporting 
solution features:
• A simple, easy-to-use interface 
• Seamless integration to import with Excel® 

and text files
• A comprehensive library of reports
• The most current tax updates
• Complete customer support

You’ll save time through automating imports, 
as well as the automation of tax updates that 
ensures you’re staying up to date on all new 
tax laws, without needing to manually enter 
these or double-check that they’re right. That 
frees up your tax department, while also 
allowing you to maximize your tax savings. 

You’ll benefit from this hosted solution, 
saving time on IT tasks and providing your 
staff members with anywhere, anytime 
access. You’ll also be able to set permissions 
for users, benefit from version control and 
tracking, and be able to lock periods of 
time so that a cost-basis change to an asset 
doesn’t affect historic deductions.  

It’s one of several end-to-end corporate 
workflow solutions Wolters Kluwer offers 
based on more than 100 years of experience 
in the industry. Wolters Kluwer is always 
striving to drive the industry forward through 
software solutions that prioritize efficiency 
and compliance. 

Paperless Tax 
Management

Automated 
Workpaper 

Management

Reliable 
Research 

Management

Electronic 
Document 

Management

Streamlined 
Fixed Assets 
Management

Integrated Corporate Workflow Solutions
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Close the Gaps in Workflow
Wolters Kluwer’s complete suite of corporate 
solutions will allow you to:

• Streamline workflow through enhanced 
tax planning strategies, globalization and 
talent retention. 

• Improve productivity through paperless 
document management, reducing 
non-value added work and better 
managing workpapers. 

• Increase compliance by minimizing manual 
data, reducing material weaknesses and 
creating a reliable audit trail.

With Wolters Kluwer’s Corporate Workflow 
Solutions, you can standardize, automate and 
streamline your fixed assets management, 
tax preparation and compliance workflow. 

Closing the gaps in your workflow will give 
you back your time and resources and it gets 
you back to what matters most — building 
your business and focusing on high-value, 
high-profit activities.

Wolters Kluwer’s solution architects can help 
you identify and close those gaps in your 
workflow, and they are available to consult 
with you about your challenges and how to 
optimize your fixed assets management.

Request a Free Consultation
Take control of your fixed assets management 

process with our integrated end-to-end 
Corporate Workflow Solutions. Visit  
CCHGroup.com/CorporateWorkflow  

or call us at 800-739-9998.

Cloud Solution or 
On-Premise Solution

Obtain Organize Prepare 
and Review

Deliver 
and Store

CCH Axcess™ Tax or  
CCH® ProSystem fx® Tax p P P P

CCH Axcess™ Portal P P

CCH Axcess™ Document or 
CCH® ProSystem fx® Document P P

CCH® ProSystem fx® PDFlyer P

CCH® Fixed Assets Manager or  
CCH® ProSystem fx® Fixed Assets P

CCH® ProSystem fx®  
Workpaper Manager P

CCH Axcess™ Workstream P

CCH® IntelliConnect® and 
CCH® Accounting Research Manager® p p p p

P These solutions are in active use during these corporate workflow steps. 

p This solution supports your entire corporate workflow process.

http://CCHGroup.com/CorporateWorkflow
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